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This letter’s purpose is to inform Bronnenco’s business partners, colleagues and friends that we 
have achieved the Certificate of Recognition (COR) from the Infrastructure Health & Safety Association 
(IHSA).  What does this mean for Bronnenco? It means that we passed the external safety audit and our 
company safety program meets the standard of COR, one of the highest safety management systems 
in Ontario and across Canada. Having COR positions Bronnenco for future contracts that specifies COR 
as a qualification measure. COR is respected by both public and private sectors as a key indicator of 
safety and management success on construction projects and lets the construction community know 
that we operate our construction sites with safety at the forefront of project expectations. 

 
Bronnenco would like to thank all participants who were involved in the COR journey, from each 

project site where safety evidence was collected, to the subcontractors on each site who adhere to and 
participate in our safety program, to all owners and consultants for understanding COR’s requirement 
and the need for high safety standards, and to all of Bronnenco’s business colleagues for welcoming 
this challenge. Special appreciation to ICI Health & Safety (Heidi and Madison) for their support, 
knowledge and expertise managing high-level safety programs, you were a critical part in this process, 
and to all of Bronnenco’s staff; office administration, skilled labourers, and site supervisors, for 
participating, improving and implementing the safety program every single workday, this recognition is 
your success.  

 
Bronnenco Construction Ltd. looks forward to continuing the COR progress on each site and with 

each party involved because this is the first step in achieving safety and project excellence. We’ll 
continue to improve and implement best practices for the safety and well-being of each person on our 
construction sites and pursue COR standards.   

 
 
Regards, 
 
Bruno Porciello, President 
Justin Nguyen, Vice President  
Jordan Porciello, Safety Manager 
 
 
 
 

 


